Innovative Solutions
for Outsourced Security Operations

Our longstanding partnership with RSA brings
together Raytheon’s highly skilled security
practitioners with Raytheon next-generation
technology capabilities to provide customers
with the ability to accelerate the detection,
investigation, remediation and management of
security incidents and advanced threats

Did You Know?

■■Raytheon is one of the original
four RSA Managed Security
Partners (MSSPs)
■■Raytheon is RSA’s only
Authorized Services Network
(ASN) Level 3 partner in the
United States
■■Raytheon developed and
delivers RSA’s NetWitness
training curricula
■■Raytheon is RSA’s preferred
partner to implement
NetWitness to their customers

As an RSA-approved Managed
Security Services Provider,
Raytheon provides commercial
and government customers with
a best-of-breed, fully-managed
solution that accelerates
the detection, investigation,
remediation and management
of security incidents and
vulnerabilities.
This managed services
partnership brings together
Raytheon’s Virtual Security
Operations Center (V-SOC)
service with RSA’s next
generation technology
capabilities. This powerful
combination is designed
to provide customers with
a security solution that
goes above and beyond the
conventional practice of
compliance-based security and
signature-based monitoring
offered by other managed
security services providers.
RSA NetWitness Suite

RSA NetWitness Suite is a
single threat detection and
response platform, leveraging
real-time analytics though a
combination of rules, threat
intelligence and data science for
advanced behavior analytics.
These analytics extend across
network packets, logs, netflow,
and endpoint data in a single
platform to detect threats and
anomalies. RSA NetWitness
Suite collects packets and
log data and not only creates
metadata from both sources
in a unified taxonomy, but
allows the analyst to reconstruct
the packet traffic for superior
forensic visibility and analysis.
Most other solutions used for
advanced threat detection are
incomplete in that they can’t
perform packet reconstruction
or create usable metadata for
analysis. RSA NetWitness Suite
creates usable, normalized
metadata from both logs and
packets. This functionality

enables analysts to investigate
and respond faster to
suspicious activity on
customer networks.
What Can the Raytheon V-SOC
Do For You?

The Raytheon V-SOC offers
much more value than the
standard MSSP offerings on
the market today. Through
additional innovations
in all phases of customer
engagement and service
delivery, our customers
receive return on their
current security technology
investments (such as RSA
NetWitness Suite), take back
control of their security
events/logs, and reap the
benefits of a mature internal
security operations.
Raytheon’s V-SOC
service takes a proactive,
intelligence-driven and
customized approach to
defend customers against the
most sophisticated threats.
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Raytheon’s approach is derived from the sources and methods analysts use to manually hunt and investigate suspicious threat activity.
Through a combination of automation, process refinement, alert monitoring and streamlining, our security analysts will effectively
analyze customer data to hunt for events of interest.
The Raytheon V-SOC service also offers full management of customer security technology, eliminating the need to focus on hiring
internal human talent to support their technology investments. In addition to the device management, the V-SOC will enhance the
supported customer toolset by adding custom content that will be leveraged for advanced threat hunting.

Respond in Minutes, Not Months

Broadest Sources of Visibility

Complete Control Over Response

■■Packets
■■Logs
■■Endpoint
■■Threat Intelligence
■■Netflow
■■Cloud
■■Business Context

■■Orchestration across security
infrastructure

ANALYTICS ENGINE

Deepest
Attack
Insight

■■Role-based prioritized incident
response work flows

■■Investigations via full
reconstruction

Our Customer Commitment

Raytheon and RSA are committed to the long-term
maturity of our customers’ information security
programs. Together, we deliver on this promise by:

■■Acting as trusted advisors regarding security

program buildouts/transitions and architecture/
solution development

■■Collaborating with our customers to learn their
environments in order to effectively act as an
extension of their existing security teams

■■Alleviating data security concerns by keep all
customer data within their network

■■Assigning dedicated staff to handle reporting

customer event and incident data on a frequent basis

For further information contact
cyber_marketing@raytheon.com
Raytheon Intelligence,
Information and Services
2214 Rock Hill Road
Suite 150
Herndon, VA 20170
703-467-3801
www.raytheoncyber.com/managedservices
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